
ZCap® – the market-leading, shared ownership model that keeps the NHS in control

Delivering these system changes with a paucity of estates 
delivery models exacerbates the pressures. Could the entry in 
to the market of the ZCap shared ownership model ease the 
pressure for GPs? Liz Cross, Chair of Salford Primary Care 
Together (SPCT) certainly thinks so:

Our Primary Care and GP support organisation had been trying 

to deliver the much needed Little Hulton project for years and 

had made no progress with the usual delivery models. Helping 

GPs to lead this development and delivery really appealed to  

us and the practices, but conventional bank funding required 

capital that Practices did not have and personal guarantees 

that were unpalatable. ZCap was the answer for us.”

Working with SPCT, the ZCap team completed the first ZCap 
project in July 2019. The project gives Salford Primary Care 
Together control in the delivery vehicle through a joint venture 
with the funder and total control of the property via a head 
lease. Working with the funder brought in by the ZCap team 
was also a crucial element for SPCT. As Liz Cross explains:

We have entered in to a partnership with a Public Sector 

Pension Fund. Not only has this enabled the Partnership to 

borrow cost-effectively from the Social Infrastructure Fund,  

we are delighted that local colleagues will see their pension 

contributions facilitating the delivery of critical local services.  

This local community dividend is a fantastic part of the project.”

So, what is so different about ZCap?

David Gratrix, Director of Castle Gate Projects, the developers 
of the ZCap model, explains how it works:

Essentially, ZCap is a shared ownership model that puts GPs in 

control by giving them the majority share in the development 

company, with no capital required, and a head lease of the 

whole property. The nature of the lease, and the dual landlord/

tenant role, means that GPs have great flexibility and control in 

how they occupy and use the buildings – this enables them to 

respond much more effectively to ever-evolving primary care 

requirements, whether related to capacity, service models, 

the digital agenda or anything else.”

Castle Gate Projects and SPCT are delighted that the Little Hulton 
project is now on site, having secured the ‘best value’ approval 
of the District Valuer and the local CCG. Work is scheduled to 
be complete in summer 2020 and Liz Cross for one is excited: 

After all the false starts and disappointments of previous 

incarnations of the project, we couldn’t be more delighted  

to see construction commence and we cannot wait for the 

practices to start operating from their fantastic new facilities. 

The ZCap team have been great to work with – they supported 

us all the way, managing all of the project development work 

– and we highly recommend them if others are searching for

a suitable delivery model for their project.”

Email hello@z-cap.co.uk 
or visit www.z-cap.co.uk
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General Practice is under immense pressure. The effect of the ‘Long-Term Plan’ on 
the GP landscape is resulting in major system challenges: recruitment and retention 
of GPs, funding, developing capacity via a multi-disciplinary workforce, and being 
able to accommodate services in fit for purpose premises to name just a few.
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